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Impact of Mud line depth on DTW:
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Shallow vs. Deep Water PP profiles:

- Impact of Mud line depth on DTW:
  - W.D. = 7000'
  - Mud Line (sea floor)

- Oil vs. Gas entrapment
 Challenges due to Transgression and Regression
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Well abandonment in DW due to the proximity of Mud and Formation Pressures
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Compartmentalization and Sealing Capacity:

Compartmentalization based on MPP
The Impact of HYDROCARBON on the DTW

Mississippi Canyon 296 (ENI)

The thick gas column led to more reduction of the DTW

Immediate south of DW Horizon block MC 252 (BP Deep Horizon)
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The narrow DTW in addition to the presence of hydrocarbon led to serious drilling challenges.
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The Impact of Dirty Salt on the DTW
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Principal Stress vs. Overburden in Salt Basins (due to salt perturbation)
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Challenges:
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The importance of integrating the prospect’s geological building blocks with Seismic PP Predictions:

- Deposits geometry and facies changes

Velocity (Porosity Index)

Communication
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Seal – Reservoir Interface

Pressure

predicted Seal Pressure
Reservoir Pressure
Pressure Transgression
Pressure Regression
Proposed Mud pressure
- Salt emplacement and displacement impact on geopressure setting and Risk Assessment
Pore Pressure Prediction Modeling Challenges
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Challenges of PPP Model Calibration in a pay zone?
Conclusions

- Pore pressure is predicted in seals and measurable in reservoirs.
- The DTW (FP – PP) window size dictates feasible prospect’s drilling prognosis.

**Factors Reduce DTW**

- Increase of water depth to the sea floor (mud line) reduces the DTW
- PT and PR cause the disparity between seal and reservoir pressures
- Hydrocarbon column reduces DTW
- Dirty Salt reduces DTW

The most troublesome spots along the bore hole trajectory is the seal – reservoir interface.

- Establishing the geological building blocks for geopressure prediction goes hand in hand with prospect generation and forecasts drilling challenges.
- Bore hole instability, bypasses, side tracks, F-K-B cycle, possible blow-out, and failure to reach the prospective target are common in Deepwater due to the narrow DTW.
- Prediction’s Model Calibration challenges

Oil vs. Gas in Deep Water
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